Laminine & Pets FAQs	
  
Q. Is Laminine safe for animal consumption?
A. While Laminine was not developed specifically for consumption by animals, we have no reports of Laminine causing any adverse
reactions in animals. As with human consumption, if you have any specific concerns or questions about if your pet should take
Laminine, consult your veterinarian before giving Laminine to your pets.
Q. How can animals benefit from taking Laminine?
A. The benefits of Laminine usage in pets are very similar to that of humans.
Q. What is the suggested Laminine usage for different animals, such as: cats, dogs, and horses?
A. The suggested usage varies by animal. The vets we have consulted with who use Laminine in their practices recommend the
following usage.
For dogs and cats (split equally in order to consume twice daily):
0-40 pounds: ½ to 1 capsule daily
40-80 pounds: 2 capsules daily
80-100 pounds: 3 capsules daily
For horses, suggested usage is approximately 4 capsules daily.
Q. When should pets be given Laminine?
A. If you choose to give your pet Laminine, it is suggested you give Laminine to your pets before meals. Otherwise, Laminine can be
mixed in with the pet food.
Q. Can Laminine benefit pets with joint discomfort?
A. Laminine has been known to have a wide range of effects to improve a variety of health concerns in humans. While we have no
specific studies on the use of Laminine in animals, we know many animals that have taken Laminine have experienced a decrease in
the signs of joint discomfort.
The ingredients in Laminine have been known to decrease the signs of joint discomfort in animals as it may stimulate stem cells in
the joints, helping to repair articular cartilage of the joints.
Q. For what other animal health conditions have veterinarians used Laminine for the treatment of and to decrease discomfort?
A. Veterinarians who are also LPGN IBOs have used Laminine in their practices for a number of conditions.
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